
The Bloody-nosed Beetle
This ponderous insect is possibly Shotover’s
best-known and most frequently seen beetle
(see front cover). It has a distinctive domed
shape and violet-black body, and is also
flightless, with its wing cases fused
permanently together. Other odd features are
its big feet, slow movement and the ability to
produce red 'blood' from its mouth and joints
as a defense against attack. The beetle relies
on the foul-tasting ‘blood’ to compensate for
its vulnerability. The Bloody-nosed Beetle
feeds on bedstraws of the acidic grassland.

the Creator, if He exists, must have an

inordinate fondness for beetles
J.B.S. Haldane

Beetles (from the Old
English bitula or ‘little
biter’) have biting jaws
and their wings are
covered by toughened
wing-cases called
‘elytra’ which also help
to protect the internal
organs. The sensations
of taste, smell, touch,
heat, humidity and
body position are all
received through the
antennae and palps on
the head and hair
receptors on the legs
and body.

Beetles are in the insect order Coleoptera.

Where do you find beetles?
Beetles are found during most of the year on
plants, under leaf litter, at the tops of trees and in
rotting logs. In the coldest months of winter they
may be sheltering in wood or under logs or
stones.

Beetle diversity
Ladybirds are undoubtedly the best-known
beetles, and yet there are many millions of beetle
species worldwide. It is a humbling thought that
there are probably more unknown beetles
globally than known ones! In the UK there are
over 4,000 different beetle species. Diversity and
adaptability seem to be the main strategy of
success for beetles, and they show an immense
variation in size and shape. Some of the largest
of all the insects can be found among them,

some reaching a massive 20cm with names to
match: Rhinoceros, Elephant, Hercules and
Goliath Beetle.

The first beetle ever recorded at Shotover
The first scientific record of a species at Shotover
was of two beetles in 1819; the Bloody-nosed
Beetle (Timarcha tenebricosa; see text box on
right), and the rare Black Oil Beetle (Meloe
proscarabaeus), both of which caught the
attention of the eminent Oxford University
entomologist Revd. F. W. Hope. The famous
Hope Collections in the Oxford University
Museum of Natural History are named in tribute
to his work.

The fastest beetle at Shotover
The Green Tiger Beetle

(Cicindela campestris) is a
beautiful green insect with
crimson legs. It can run
faster than most other land
beetles and has a noisy
buzzing flight.

It is a superb daytime
hunter of its insect
prey using its huge

eyes, long legs and sensitive antennae on the
forehead. It can run at speeds of 60cm or more
per second. Scaled up, this would be equivalent
to a race horse travelling at around 250mph!

Largest and smallest beetles at Shotover
Currently the largest beetles on Shotover are
among the ground beetles, with some as long
as 2.8cm.

The last published record of the mighty Stag
Beetle (Lucanus cervus) at Shotover is from
before 1939. The male can reach an impressive
5cm in length and its jaws form its most
distinguishing feature - the huge ‘antlers’. To

reach adulthood, the larvae need to spend 4-6
years in undisturbed rotting logs and tree stumps
to feed and grow; consequently it has suffered
from the excessive removal of dead wood from
the Country Park.

Shotover still has the Lesser Stag (Dorcus
parallelipipedus) which is somewhat smaller and
lacks antlers, and also the Minotaur Beetle
(Typhaeus typhoeus), which is similar in size and
quite fearsome-looking with three sharp horns.

One of Shotover's smallest beetles is the rare
Euplectus tholini (below). It is a rich amber
colour and at just 1.5mm long would fit easily
inside this ‘o’. Euplectus tholini is a 'rove' beetle
and lives under bark and in rotting wood.

Green Tiger Beetle (underside)



With only 32 records in the UK (by 2011) the
minute ladybird Clitostethus arcuatus is
among our rarest of beetles. It is less than
1.5mm long with a hairy black body and subtle
yellow curved markings. It lives in ivy on trees,
and aroused great excitement at its discovery on
the Hill by Shotover Wildlife.

Colydium elongatum
(right) is one of our most
endangered beetles of
recent times. It is thin,
glossy and black with fine
ridges and ‘dimples’ on its
4-6mm long body. It lives
under tree bark.

Perhaps Shotover’s most
enigmatic beetle is the
Glow-worm (Lampyris
noctiluca), named after the
wingless female. Both
sexes emit a green light at
the tail end to attract a mate. Glow-worms have
been in decline generally in Britain but were
recorded in 2011 at Shotover.
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Shotover Wildlife is an independent
oluntary organisation founded to research
d communicate the importance of Shotover

Hill for wildlife

Contact: Ivan Wright, Chair
Tel: 01865 874423

enquiries@shotover-wildlife.org.uk
itten and illustrated by Jacqueline Wright

www.shotover-wildlife.org.uk
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To Get Started in Species Identification
The role of dead wood for beetles
ad wood is used by fungus beetles, bark
etles, wood-boring beetles, and
avenger beetles; and contributes greatly

the turnover of organic matter and
trients. Saproxylic beetles (i.e. those that
pend on dead wood) are good indicators
habitat quality and there is a national

oring system which ranks different
odlands based on the rarity of the dead
od beetles that are present. In 2014
asenose Wood was ranked 23rd out of the
3 UK woodlands that have been
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The importance of Shotover
for beetles

Around 1,000 species of beetle have been
recorded at Shotover over the last hundred
years. This amounts to nearly a quarter of
all the known beetle species in Britain.

Through the survey work of Shotover
Wildlife's entomologists on Shotover Hill
and in Brasenose Wood, more than 700
species have been recorded since 1999, of
which over 500 are new discoveries for the
Shotover area. This remarkable result
means that Shotover Wildlife has more
than doubled the number of beetles known
from the Country Park.

Shotover is now widely recognized as a
nationally important site for beetles.
re: the Bloody-nosed Beetle
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